Looking Ahead To The Next 4 World Juniors
Hello World Juniors past tour friends and all of our priority list members,
It is getting close to a year from when we had our WJ2020 kick off party in Edmonton.
We are going to post a daily instagram photo looking back at our tour. We haven't used
instagram very much but I think this will be fun. Thanks to Marty Forbes for the suggestion.
Our account is azorcanglobal if you want to follow.

New Azorcan Website
We have finially been able to finalize and go live with our new Azorcan webpage
I hope you enjoy the webpage and the new pages on the World Juniors in Russia and
Sweden. We will be adding more information as we get closer to the events but it should
give you an idea of what we are planning.
The new azorcan website also has our Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and Twitter links at
the top of the page. I hope you enjoy the new website.

New Podcast - Future World Juniors
We had a new podcast released last week. If you haven't heard it yet, Bryn Griffiths and
Paul Almeida discuss how the schedule has been shuffled for the next four events due to
covid. We talk about what it will be like in Edmonton this year and how we hope it will be
next year in Edmonton/Red Deer.
More importantly we talk about what we have planned for Russia 2023 and for Sweden
2024. Get all the podcasts here. I hope you enjoy it.
Stay tuned we have some great podcast news coming soon.

RUSSIA 2023
Check out all the information on Russia 2023 at azorcan.net but here are some teasers.

Novosibirsk - RUSSIA 2023
Did you know that Novosibirsk, the host of the 2023 World Juniors, is the third largest city
in Russia or that it is a main stop on the Trans-Siberian Railway?

New Arena Being Built - RUSSIA 2023
The major arena will be the new Novosibirsk Arena, which is currently under construction,
with a capacity of 10,600 fans. The second arena, which is being renovated, is the Ice
Sports Palace Sibir, it has been the home of the local KHL team, HC Sibir Novosibirsk,
since it opened in September 1964.

St. Petersburg - RUSSIA 2023
Prior to the tournament in Novosibirsk we will enjoy a few days in St. Petersburg. Did you
know it is known as the Venice of the North because of its location on various islands in
the Neva River and its many canals and bridges.

Moscow - RUSSIA 2023
After the World Juniors we will fly to Moscow to celebrate the Orthodox Christmas which
will be on January 7th. Moscow is renowned for its Christmas spirit with festive
celebrations spanning over 80 sites throughout the city and visitors can enjoy everything
from decorated boulevards and exquisite light shows to interactive street performances
and bustling Christmas markets.
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